Collecting Future Topics
Purpose:

Group-size: 10 - 20

The FUTURE MONSTER LAB creates monsters
with meaning - they convey answers and
solutions to urgent questions in the field of
ecology, sustainability, climate change,
environmental protection and critical
consumption. The challenges are not just for
children extremely complex. It is important
to include topics and thoughts of children
about “the future of our planet” within the
provided range, but it is also necessary to
gather these ideas and add professional
depth. That is how the monsters get stronger
- the messages get clearer, the inventions
more diverse and goal- and solution
oriented.

Age group:

Topic: Environment and Naure (UN SDG 10,
11, 12)
Setting: Daycare of a primary school or
school project or holiday workshop
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5 – 12 years

Time frame: 20 – 45 min
Special technologies and materials:
●
pinboard + pins
●
moderation cards + markers
Goals:
The children learn that they already know a
lot about environmental and social
problems. They can articulate their fears and
worries. Complex environmental issues can
be clarified together. Open questions wil be
collected. The first ideas for suggestions for
improvement and solutions emerge as the
basis for the prototypes/monsters.
Source: carried out by medialepfade.org
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Preparation

Prepare a circle with chairs or an area
with seat cushions, for having a more
„unlike-school“ atmosphere. Every child
should be able to see the pin board.
Have moderation cards and markers
ready. In the case of younger children, a
second facilitator should support writing
the idea cards.

Tip: also for other units and discussion
rounds in maker processes it is helpful to
locate seat cushions or a chair circle
should permanently located in another
room and visually marked, e.g. with tape
on the floor.

Implementation

The first key question from MONSTER
SKETCHBOOK gives the impulse for a first
introduction to the topic: "How will the world
look like when you grow up?"
In the MONSTER COUNCIL, contributions and
ideas are collected by shouting out or hand
signals. A structured, encouraging discussion
with a first classification and clarifications is
important.
A second question can direct the discussion
of individual future concerns towards the
direction of social demands: What do you
know from the news or from conversations of
adults?
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The question about the future of our
planet can direct the debate towards
ecological aspects and sustainability topics.
The facilitator collects keywords on cards.
It is helpful to use a color code to separate
problem areas (e.g. green) from deeper
individual aspects and suggested solutions
(=yellow). Subsequently, clusters should be
arranged. Experience has shown that the
topics of waste (pollution, recycling, plastic
waste) and climate change (CO2, transport,
forest protection, regenerative energies)
are often discussed.
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